THE BIG SELL-OFF

EXCITING CHANGES are afoot at BC Designs and we are trying to create space to concentrate on what we do best.

We are selling off the last of our excellent Lighting ranges at RIDICULOUS PRICES

This is very much a “While Stocks Last” scenario, so please take this opportunity to buy while you can.

All products carry the usual guarantees.

niva splashproof wall lights
- IP44 splashproof niva light
- suitable for bathroom zone 2
- backplate especially sealed against water
- 1 x 40 watt G9 lamp included
- chrome with frosted glass shades
- height: 280mm
- max projection: 100mm

**£39.00 exc VAT**  Code: AAE105
**£46.80 inc VAT**

minara single splashproof wall lights
- IP44 splashproof single light
- suitable for bathroom zone 2
- backplate especially sealed against water
- 1 x 40 watt G9 lamp
- chrome with matt opal glass shades
- height: 210mm
- projection: 110mm

**£39.00 exc VAT**  Code: AAE050
**£46.80 inc VAT**

sygma splashproof wall light
- IP44 splashproof
- 1 x 40 watt G9 lamp included
- height: 290mm
- max projection: 120mm

**£39.00 exc VAT**  Code: AAE005
**£46.80 inc VAT**

kelvi splashproof wall or overlight
- IP44 splashproof
- suitable for bathroom zone 2
- energy saving fluorescent
- 24 watt PLL lamp included
  (6 times more efficient than normal bulb)
- chrome with acrylic diffuser
- length: 650mm
- height: 60mm
- projection: 90mm

**£81.00 exc VAT**  Code: AAE025
**£97.20 inc VAT**

*£8.50 inc vat*  
*£7.80 inc vat*  
*£12.50 inc vat*

minimum carriage paid order value £95.00
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**FLUSH CEILING FITTINGS**

**barlight 2** inc 24w lamp:
- £82.00 exc VAT
- £94.80 inc VAT

**barlight 3** inc 40w lamp:
- £105.00 exc VAT
- £126.00 inc VAT

**projection:** 100mm
**width:** 60mm

**IP44 splashproof**

available in two lengths
24 watt 470mm
40 watt 700mm

**zone 2**

**barlight 3** inc 40w lamp:
- £126.00 inc VAT

**projection:** 100mm
**width:** 60mm

**zone 2**

**NEW IP44 splashproof**
suitable for Zone 2
with energy saving low energy lamps
available in 1 length with pullswitch

8 watt
**projection:** 320mm
**width:** 35mm

**strilight 1** inc 1 x 8W T5 Lamp

£69.00 exc VAT
Code: AAE155
£82.80 inc VAT

**FLUSH CEILING FITTINGS**

**other areas**

**oval opal globe**
- 150mm D

**zone 2**

**IP44 splashproof**

available in gold, chrome or nickel
please specify your choice of globe when ordering

2 x 40 watt SES candle lamp
(not supplied)
**backplate width:** 270mm

**projection:** 100mm
**width:** 60mm

**zone 2**

**strilight 1** inc 1 x 8W T5 Lamp

£69.00 exc VAT
Code: AAE155
£82.80 inc VAT

**large flush ceiling fittings**
available in gold, chrome or nickel
please specify your choice of globe when ordering

2 x 40 watt SES candle lamp
(not supplied)
**backplate width:** 270mm

£84.00 exc VAT
£100.80 inc VAT

£92.00 exc VAT
£110.40 inc VAT

**6” flush ceiling fittings**

6” flush ceiling fittings
available in gold, chrome or nickel
please specify your choice of globe when ordering

40 watt SES candle lamp
(not supplied)

£52.00 exc VAT
£62.40 inc VAT

£55.00 exc VAT
£66.00 inc VAT

**8” flush ceiling fittings**

8” flush ceiling fittings
available in gold, chrome or nickel
please specify your choice of globe when ordering

60 watt SES candle lamp
(not supplied)

**width:** fitting 61/2” (165mm)
overall 8” (203mm)
depth from ceiling: 81/2” (216mm)

£52.00 exc VAT
£62.40 inc VAT

£55.00 exc VAT
£66.00 inc VAT

**8” pyram globe**

*only available in 8”*

**8” opal globe**

**8” saturn globe**

minimum 20’s

**8” flush ceiling fittings**

8” flush ceiling fittings
available in gold, chrome or nickel
please specify your choice of globe when ordering

60 watt SES candle lamp
(not supplied)

**width:** fitting 61/2” (165mm)
overall 8” (203mm)
depth from ceiling: 81/2” (216mm)

£84.00 exc VAT
£100.80 inc VAT

£92.00 exc VAT
£110.40 inc VAT

**minimum carriage paid order value £95.00**
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**glassi adjustable single spot**
(inc 1 x 50 watt GU10 lamp)
base plate diameter: 78mm
depth from ceiling: 145mm
finished in chrome
**£17.99 exc VAT**
**£21.59 inc VAT**

*£4.00 inc vat*

**glassi adjustable 3 spot on bar**
(inc 3 x 50 watt GU10 lamps)
bar length: 460mm
bar width: 53mm
depth from ceiling: 150mm
finished in chrome
**£59.00 exc VAT**
**£70.80 inc VAT**

*£8.00 inc vat*

**glassi adjustable 2 spot on round**
(inc 2 x 50 watt GU10 lamps)
base plate diameter: 140mm
depth from ceiling: 150mm
finished in chrome
**£45.00 exc VAT**
**£54.00 inc VAT**

*£7.00 inc vat*

**metro adjustable 3 spot on bar**
(inc 3 x 50 watt GU10 lamps)
bar length: 450mm
bar width: 45mm
depth from ceiling: 145mm
available in chrome:
**£49.50 exc VAT**
**£59.40 inc VAT**

*£8.00 inc vat*

**metro adjustable 2 spot on round**
(inc 2 x 50 watt GU10 lamps)
base plate diameter: 130mm
depth from ceiling: 145mm
available in chrome:
**£39.50 exc VAT**
**£47.40 inc VAT**

*£7.00 inc vat*

**minimum carriage paid order value £95.00**
fire rated twistlock downlights

Fire and acoustic barrier downlights in accordance with building regulations: BS476: Part 21: 1987 and Part E : Appendix F

No need for additional fire hood, an all in one solution.

chrome or white finishes only width: 87mm cut-out: 72mm

12 volt option including 50w GU5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer

£20.99exc VAT  Code: ADE005 Chrome
£25.19inc VAT  ADE105 White

fire rated twistlock tilting downlights

12 volt option including 50w GU5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer width: 95mm cut-out: 84mm

twistlock tilt
chrome or white finishes only width: 95mm cut-out: 74mm

£22.99exc VAT  Code: ADE010 Chrome
£27.58inc VAT  ADE110 White

fire rated IP65 jetproof showerlights

IP65 jetproof showerlight suitable for bathroom zone 1

Fire and acoustic barrier downlights in accordance with new building regulations: BS476: Part 21: 1987 and Part E : Appendix F

No need for additional fire hood, an 'all in one' solution.

crrome or white finishes only width: 87mm cut-out: 73mm

12 volt option including 35w GU5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer

£20.99exc VAT  Code: ADE015 Chrome
£25.19inc VAT  ADE115 White

*Any fitting including Transformer and Lamp
£3.00 inc vat

minimum carriage paid order value £95.00